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What is the ‘Future Impact Challenge’?
Future Impact Challenge is an international teen tech entrepreneurship competition from Silicon
Valley aimed towards the world. It aims to empower our future leaders to exercise their
entrepreneurial skills with measurable rubrics and innovation spirit.

What is ‘Applied Computing Foundation’?
ACF is a Silicon Valley-based organisation that offers strong foundation building courses,
leadership opportunities, startup teams, and research publication opportunities. By interacting
with other aspiring startup teams, ACF cultivates a global teen startup ecosystem where
technical learning is blended with creativity and innovation.

Why Partner with Us?
● Support the world’s next generation of tech leaders!
● Participate in a community of innovators intent on changing the world.
● Behind-the-scenes witnessing of creative and innovative solutions from teen tech

entrepreneur teams.
● Mentor teams that have developed projects aligned with your organization’s interests

and goals.
● Expose your organization or company to the ACF teen tech global ecosystem.
● Promote your organization or company to ambitious young innovators.
● Be listed as our elite sponsor on our FIC website, get shout-outs on social media and

also be mentioned on all our promotional materials and e-mails, with dedicated sponsor
footer logos.
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Curious to learn more?
● You can read all about Future Impact Challenge and ACF here; this link has curated

content about the competition and a detailed timeline, registration, and various links,
which should answer most of your questions. 

● Here is an in-progress Registration and Submission Guide.
● You can also check out our official FIC website here.
● Also, feel free to check out our present sponsorship packages here to explore ways in

which you can partner with us- again, we are just getting started and are more than
happy to collaborate with you and come up with new, innovative ways for you to extend
sponsorships that suit both of us, all the while leading ‘Future Impact Challenge’ to be a
successful forerunner in celebrating teen entrepreneurship and creativity. Note:
Sponsorships come in ways other than just financial support- we are equally
grateful for your ideas and promotion within your organization and network. We
value your time, support and passion just as much.

Does that intrigue you to explore sponsoring at FIC and getting your brand across as a teen
entrepreneurship and technology facilitator in the industry?
If your answer is yes, we are looking forward to talking to you more about it. We request you to
kindly reach back to us regarding your decision on the same. Thank you so much for your time
and have an amazing day ahead!
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